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THE FRAUD AND CORRUPTION OF THE ‘HALAAL’ CERTIFICATE TRADE

--Aussies Buy Indonesia’s Halal Certificates—

“ Indonesia's top Muslim body has come under criticism after facing accusations of getting
bribes from Australian halal certification companies. It is common knowledge in Australia that in
order to get authorization you have to bribe the Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) officials.
Mohamed el-Mouelhy, president of the Sydney-based Halal Certification Authority, told Tempo
Magazine. The controversy surrounding MUI was first highlighted following reports that different
Australian companies had to pay bribes to the Indonesian certification authority to get halal
certificate. Muslims should only eat meat from livestock slaughtered by a sharp knife from their
necks, and the name of Allah, the Arabic word for God, must be mentioned. ..............
Now other goods and services can also be certified as halal, including cosmetics, clothing,
pharmaceuticals and financial services. (And, perhaps toilet rolls – The Majlis)
According to Australian Halah Food Services (AHFS), a Melbourne-based business, they paid
bribes to senior officials from MUI to renew their license to certify abattoirs as halal.

These bribes range from smaller payments of AUD $3000 (around Rp. 31 million) to AUD
$10,000 put directly in the bank account of MUI Chairman Amidhan Shaberah.
El-Mouelhy added that he had to pay AUD $26,000 to seven MUI officials during a visit to
Australia in 2006, of which the largest share (of the haraam boodle) went to Amidhan, he said.

Another related scandal was revealed by a former financial manager in an Australian
certification institute who said that his institute had paid Aus$50,000 to get MUI halal licence.
Back then, MUI threatened to withdraw our license, the manager said to Tempo in Melbourne a
few weeks ago.

The accusations have sparked outcry among the Indonesians who slammed MUI monopoly of
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the halal industry deeming its conduct as “haram”. Heart and conduct must be halal too, Rudy,
an Indonesian Twitter user posted, Australian Associated Press reported.”

(End of report)

This haraam fraudulent ‘halaal’ certificate racket is not confined to Indonesia. It is an endemic
disease of corruption which exists also in South Africa and in all countries where the devil’s
agents (the halaal certificate purveyors and carrion halaalizers) pollute and bedevil the Muslim
community. The haraam shenanigans of this evil breed of shayaateen are no longer secrets. All
of these ulama-e-soo’ have sold their Imaan for the sake of the haraam boodle to which they
have become addicted. While they have made Muslims carrion addicts, they (the halaalizers of
carrion) have become haraam boodle addicts. Every iota of fear for Allah Ta’ala has been
expunged from their hearts. No longer are they able to distinguish between halaal and haraam.
This does not concern them. As long as the boodle comes, it matters not how and from where.

Haraam boodle and haraam carrion chickens and meat have thoroughly damaged the brains of
the fraternity of ulama-e-soo’ (vile satanists posing as ulama). It is therefore no wonder that they
have fallen into the dregs of insanity by forming five UUCSA and three JUSA bodies. Once
shaitaan informed a Shaikh that he plays with the ulama-e-soo’ like a person klicking a ball.
These miserable molvis and sheikhs who halaalize carrion are undoubtedly balls being kicked
by the Devil-in-Chief. Thus, every fool in the community can observe the ludicrous level to which
these surrogates of Iblees degenerate for the sake of the dunya.

When a concerned Muslim looks at the haraam and stupid antics of the ulama-e-soo’ fraternity,
he will understand what Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) meant when he predicted:

“Soon shall there dawn an age when the worst of the people under the canopy of the sky will
be their ulama. From them will emerge fitnah (corruption and immorality), and the fitnah will
rebound on them.”
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Their own-created fitnah will ruin, devour and destroy them in this world and in the Aakhirah.
Who are the ulama-e-soo’? In our setting the vile ulama mentioned in the above Hadith are the
carrion-halaalizers (of SANHA, MJC, NIHT, etc.), the riba-halaalizers employed by the riba
banks, the haraam picture-halaalizers who halaalize photography and television, the
liquor-halaalizers who have opened the avenue for halaalizing whisky, gin, vodka, etc., etc., and
the kuffaar sport-halaaizers who have opened a variety of avenues of immorality into which the
Muslim community has plunged itself. There are many other vile brands and breeds of
ulama-e-soo’ as well who come within the purview of the Ahaadith which severely castigate,
condemn and damn these agents of shayaateen who, in terms of the Hadith, are “human
devils”.

And, among the worst of the ulama-e-soo’ are the radio molvis who commit even zina in their
studios. They destroy the Ramadhaan of the ignorant masses with their haraam radio
programmes conducted during the mubaarak nights of this auspicious Month. Whilst Allah
Ta’ala calls His servants the entire night during Ramadhaan to turn to Him in repentance,
supplication and Thikr, these shayaateen of the evil radio stations call Allah’s servants to
corrupt their hearts and ruin their brains with the rubbish and haraam they din into the ears in
their nightly haraam programmes marketed deceptively with am ‘islamic’ veneer.

Muslims who devour the rotten, diseased, haraam carrion on the basis of the haraam stupid
scraps of paper called ‘halaal’ certificates or on the strength of a stupid SANHA, MJC, NIHT
logo appearing on a packet of carrion, are all complicit with Iblees in this evil carrion trade.
Having lost every vestige of inhibition for haraam, the ignoramuses in the community consume
even pork labelled as ‘halaal’. In fact, they will gobble up even faeces if beautifully packed and
adorned with a ‘halaal’ logo.

Warning Muslims of the traps of shaitaan, the Qur’aan states:

“O People! Eat from the earth that which is halaal and tayyib, and do not follow in the
footsteps of shaitaan, for verily, he is your declared enemy. Verily, he only instructs you
with immorality and evil, and that you utter about Allah what you know not.”

25 Ramadhaan 1435 – 23 July 2014
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